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iPS細胞がもたらす医療革命













Medical Revolutionary iPS Cells
Yumika NAKAMURA＊, Tatsumasa KUBOTA＊＊ and Yutaka YAMAGUCHI＊＊＊
iPS cells, which dominated and won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine Professor 
Shinya Yamanaka of Kyoto University in 2012, brought new possibilities in modern health care and 
medical research. This paper discusses while introducing the previous studies about medical research 
lead to the revolutionary next-generation medical and its potential.
There are three medical study to lead to medical care in the next generation used iPS cell. 1） 
Elucidation of the condition of a patient mechanism with an iPS cell derived from a patient and 
the new medicine screening 2） A new transplant method by cell treatment by the iPS cell and the 
internal organs / histogeny 3） The possibility of the gene therapy by direct programming.
The establishment of the IPS cell led the personalized medicine realization at the gene level 
to a more reliable thing. In this medication to individual iPS cells is effective in the person or non-
toxic, transplantation can be confirmed ago the body treatment, rejection-free organs and tissues 
made from iPS cells also become possible.  
 However, the study for the next generation medical care led by this iPS cell still began. The 
political industry-like system be set at the same time as scientists continue studying it hard from 
now on, an expert is plain, and it is important for the world to announce.
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